
16 thoughts on “Six reasons a harness will stop your dog pulling” 
1. Pingback: My three favourite harnesses Edit 

2. lexy says: 

22/11/2011 at 13:33 Edit 

Very interesting. I have an easy-walk harness for Gwynn… which is exactly what 
you’re suggesting against, unfortunately, as it has a martingale loop that tightens on 
the chest when he pulls. You make a good argument for going with a plain harness, 
which is interesting, since everything i’ve read about plain harnesses is that it gives 
the dog an easier time at pulling against you, because the weight is distributed 
thorough their chest, rather than just their neck. But your explanation of using the 
two-connections makes a lot of sense as well. 
Thanks for the info! 

Reply 

3. Janet Finlay says: 

22/11/2011 at 13:45 Edit 

Hi Lexy – what you’ve read is right if you attach a lead to the back of the harness 
only – but with the two connection points you take away the need to pull against you. 
Is your harness one of the ones with a back connection and the martingale connection 
on the front? If so have a go with a double ended lead (Halti leads are easy to get hold 
of, comfortable and reasonably priced) and see if it makes a difference. It may be that 
it will give you more influence so that he doesn’t pull into the front. If you try it – let 
me know how you get on. It’s helpful to know about ways of working with different 
equipment – it is often better to be able to adapt things people already have than 
expect them to buy a whole new set of stuff! Thanks for your comments. 

Reply 

4. francie says: 

21/01/2014 at 20:51 Edit 

Hi i have a 9 month old canadian eskimo siberian huskey and malemute mix can you 
recommend a harness for me, the ones that i have bought he has outgrown them very 
fast and i find that they make them too small his is very husky he is about 100lbs. 



Please help 

Reply 

o Janet Finlay says: 

05/02/2014 at 18:13 Edit 

Hi – I’m not sure where you are based but Xtradog do an excellent range of 
harnesses with about 11 sizes plus made to measure. They ship 
internationally so it would be worth contacting them at xtradog.com 

Reply 

5. Tracey, B.Eng. says: 

10/07/2014 at 06:57 Edit 

Hi, Janet. Lovely article. A few questions: 
1. As the chest of the dog is attached directly to its back, how can it pull from the one 
point but not from the other simultaneously? 
2. Doesn’t it stand to reason that the proper brake is the forward point as the pull on 
that point from the human would have the greater moment to turn the dog around? 
3. Do you advise dual attachments for small dogs that weigh only 6 or 7 kg? 
Thanks, indeed. 

Reply 

o Janet Finlay says: 

31/08/2014 at 13:16 Edit 

Hi Tracey 

Thanks for your comments. To try to answer your questions: 

1. It can’t. But if we have two points of connection *we* can release 
tension on one or other independently. And avoiding any pressure in 
opposition to the dog’s forward motion, reduces the dog’s inclination to 
pull. 
2. I would argue that the “turning round” element of the front connection is 
steering rather than brakes – you are directing the dog where you want it to 



go. Think of the upwards signal on the back connection triggering the 
opposition reflex downwards – ie grounding and stopping the dog. 
3. If you have a very light line and harness but the difficulty of the 
configuration with tiny dogs is that it can all be too heavy for them – and 
they can get their legs caught in the front connection (if short legged). I 
would try it with a very fine light lead (and a tiny harness – Xtradog do 
them down to toy dog puppy size) and see how it works. 

Hope that helps. 

Reply 

6. Jaim says: 

21/11/2014 at 15:14 Edit 

THANK YOU for your article. One of my dogs pulls on the lead and I had never 
thought about buying a harness because, like many people, I thought of the sled dogs. 
I read your article and it seemed well-reasoned and logical to me. I bought one of the 
harnesses you recommend and, after watching several videos on how to get your dog 

to love to the harness  today was our first trip to the park. The result 
was excellent, with a much more relaxed and happy dog (although she pulled 
sometime, it is still a work in progress) and also a more happy and relaxed human. 
BIG THANKS 

Reply 

7. debbie says: 

03/05/2015 at 17:43 Edit 

HI my 3 old spanadore pulls and strained back muscle when she has harness she tense 
her muscles son after we pull on the back lead attached to harness, she is using me to 
balance her self , but you are saying collar does this? i have switched to collar half 
check to try and make her balance her self i am confused . What is best for me she has 
injured my back too . 

t y 



Reply 

o Janet Finlay says: 

08/07/2015 at 12:25 Edit 

The idea of a harness is not that she pulls into it. If you use a harness with 
two points of connection front and back then you will find it easier to walk 
without her pulling. No equipment will stop a dog pulling but some makes 
it easier for your dog to be balanced so that you can then teach her where 
you want her to walk (beside you, on a loose lead etc) by reinforcing that 
with serious treats! 

Pulling into a collar means she is both weighting forward (as she has been 
doing on the harness) and potentially damaging her trachea. 

If she is very strong then you could try a head collar with a harness but 
please do make sure you desensitise her to it first. If you just put it on and 
take her out in it then she will pull into that and it will pull her head and 
neck. You can desensitise as you do a muzzle – see my article on Why I 
love muzzles. 

Reply 

8. Jessica says: 

13/08/2015 at 20:07 Edit 

Hi. I have an 88 lb White German Shepherd. He is wonderful, but tends toward a 
constant, moderate pull while using the Gentle Leader headcollar. I’m debating 
whether or not to get a harness and try that out. He’s not choking himself while 
walking, nor is he yanking exuberantly, but he’s pulling enough that I’m not 
comfortable walking my dog and children at the same time. I don’t feel I am leading 
him– he’s leading me. I fear it would be dangerous to be all out together (we’re in the 
city) and lose control somehow. I’d like to get him to the point where we could all 
have a relaxed walk together! 

Reply 

o Janet Finlay says: 



03/09/2015 at 08:36 Edit 

How about trying a harness with the headcollar? Get a lead with a clip on 
each end and connect one to the harness (front or back) and one to the 
headcollar. You will find that 
it changes your position and you may find it easier than the headcollar on its 
own. 

Reply 

9. Sarah says: 

19/12/2015 at 18:52 Edit 

What a great article, thank you for making it available to the public on your website! I 
have a question on treating logistics: If you are using both hands to hold the leash, 
how do you administer treats? I’m just starting the double-clipped harness leash 
walking with my dog and am looking for any and all pointers! 

Reply 

o Janet Finlay says: 

09/01/2016 at 17:25 Edit 

Hi Sarah 

You can either have a treat in the same hand as you give direction or you 
can take both leads in one hand as you treat. Or you can get a Freedom 
Handle and have the benefits of two points of connection in one hand! You 
can see it in this videohttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UebykGKkopM 
Reply 

10. Melanie says: 

14/03/2016 at 15:10 Edit 

Hi, just stumbled across this great artical. We have 2 malamutes and we we’re also 
under the impression and also told by our breeder that using a harness would 
encourage pulling and unless we was going to work them then not to bother so we 
never even considered it. Could you recommend some harnesses please. 

Reply 



o Janet Finlay says: 

25/04/2016 at 09:51 Edit 

Check this post for my 
recommendations:http://canineconfidence.com/2011/11/22/my-three-
favourite-harnesses/ 
Reply 

11. Andrea says: 

10/04/2016 at 18:55 Edit 

Hi I have recently adopted a giant schnauzer usually he walks really well on the lead 
until he sees another dog and he wants to run over and play. Being disabled and 
walking with a crutch it is difficult to keep hold of him. Is there a harness you 
recommend? He is currently 36kilos, he is a year old. He doesn’t respond well to his 
chocker collar which was recommended by the person I got him from. Thanks in 
advance Andrea 

Reply 

o Janet Finlay says: 

25/04/2016 at 09:48 Edit 

I would recommend a TTouch harness (or similar) with a point of 
connection on the back and the chest. Use a double ended lead with one end 
connected to each part and use a Freedom Handle (see comment above for 
more on that) which will allow you to hold in one hand. This will be more 
balanced and position him better – then you will need to work on 
reinforcing everytime the lead is loose. 

	  


